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‘My invention relates to slicing machines of the to be moved at will into engagement with the
type having a rotary circular knife with which other side of the knife edge. The sharpening
are associated a sharpening device and a guard, elements are mounted on a support which may
and one of the objects of the invention is the pro be moved into an operative position relative to
5 vision of improved and efficient means for mov the knife or into an inoperative position spaced
ing the sharpening vdevice into and out of oper from the knife. When occupying their operative I
ative relation with such rotary circular knife.
positions the grinding wheels may be moved ax
Another object of the invention is the provi ially into engagement with the knife.
sion of means for moving a section of the ‘knife
In the accompanying drawings—
'
0 guard away from the knife when the sharpener
Fig. 1 is a sectional elevation of such a knife

is moved into its operative position and return sharpening device with my‘ improvements adapt
such sectionto its guarding position when the ed thereto;
sharpener is moved to inoperative position.
Fig. 2 is‘ a sectional elevation similar to that
A further object of the invention is the pro
shown in Fig. 1, but showing the sharpening de
vision of a supplementary knife guard and means vice in’ its inoperative position; and
I
70
for moving it away from the knife when a sharp
Fig.v 3 is an elevational View looking from the

ening device is to be applied thereto.
right toward the left at the structure shown in
Another object of the invention is the provision Fig. 2, but with the protecting cover complete.
of a supplementary knife guard, combined with
.20 a sharpening device to effect automatic displace

ment of the supplementary knife guard when the
sharpening device is moved to its operative posi
tion and automatically replacing said supp1e—'
mentary. knife guard in its normal position when
said sharpening device is moved to its inoperative
position.

‘

.

.

More particularly it is the object of the pres

- .In Figs. 1 and 2 the sharpening element is the

grinding wheel 4 which is adapted to engage the 75
bevel edge of the rotary slicing machine knife 5.
The burr-removing element is the‘ ?nishing grind
ing wheel 6 adapted to engage the opposite side
of the knife edge. The grinding wheel 6 is con
nected to a shaft 7 rotatably mounted in the sleeve on
8 and the latter isslidable axially in the bearing

9. A radial pin:10 projects through the bearing

ent invention to provide a supplementary knife 9 and is connected to the sleeve 8 to move there
guard in association with a sharpening devlce with.
.

having grinding elements, combined with means
.The bearing 9 is mounted on the support 11.
for displacing the guard from the knife when On top of the bearing 9 is secured a standard 12
the sharpening device is moved into operative po in which is journaled the transverse shaft 13 to
sition, such means‘ embodying an actuator for one end of which is connected the operating lever
effecting such displacement and such movement 14 and to the other end of which is secured the
by a single stroke separately and independently cam 15. When the lever 14 is in the position (O o
of the means for controlling the engagement of shown in Fig. 1 the cam 15 engages the pin 10
the grinding elements with the knife.
to move the grinding wheel 6 out of engagement
Other objects of the invention will appear here
inafter, the novel features and combinations
.40 being set forth in the appended claims.
‘
Although my invention is particularly adapted
.to the type of. sharpening device illustrated in
the accompanying drawings, it should be un
derstood that it may have a general adapta
tion to sharpening devices of various types hav
ing one or two rotary grinding wheels which
can be moved at will into and out of contact with
the knife edge. Such sharpening devices for
the rotary circular knives of slicing-machines
usually comprise a sharpening or grinding ele
ment comprising an abrasive wheel which is

with the knife 5. When the lever 14 is moved in
a clockwise direction as viewed in Fig. 1, the cam
15 releases the pin 10 and a spring will move the 95

grinding wheel 6 into engagement with the knife
5 in the usual manner.
The sharpening element 4 secured to a shaft

16 which is rotatably mounted in a sleeve to which
is connected a pin 17 similar to the pin 10, and 100
such sleeve slides axially in the bearing 18 corre

sponding to the bearing 9. Another cam on the
shaft 13 similar to the cam 15 engages the pin 17
to move the sharpening element 4 out of engage
ment with the knife 5 when the lever 14 is moved‘ 105
to the position shown in Fig. 1.‘ Such cam releases
adapted to grind the bevel on one side of the the pin 17 and permits a springto move the grind
knife edge. The sharpening device may also ing element 4 into engagement with the knife 5
include a burr-removing grinding element com
when the lever 14 is moved to its right-hand posi
'
7
prising a second abrasive wheel ‘which is adapted tion from that shown in Fig. 1.
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Secured to an appropriate part of the slicing
machine frame is a vertical pillar 19 on top of
which is a platform 20. Projecting upwardly
from the platform 20 is a pair of spaced-apart
standards 21, in the upper ends of which is
journaled the shaft 22. This shaft is secured
tothe crank arm 23, the outer end of which is
pivoted at 24 to the lower ends of a pair. of
spaced-apart depending legs 25 which are se
"
10 cured rigidly to the frame 11.

ening device by means of the handle 29 is there
fore limited by the adjustable stops 31 and 32 on

the platform 20, these stops co—acting with and
supporting the outer end of the arm 23 in the
extreme positions thereof. It can readily be seen 80
by referring to Fig. 1 that by adjusting the screw
31 the elevation of the grinding wheel 6 relative
to the knife edge may be regulated.

'

In order to hold the sharpening device ?rmly

in its operative and inoperative positions, a spring 85
The rear lower end of the frame 11 is pivoted 33 is connected between an anchorage 34 on the
at 26 to the slide block 27 which is located on frame 11 and the forward end of the slide black

the rod 28, the latter being secured rigidly to the 2'7 at 35 spaced from the pivot '26 in position to
platform 20.

15

‘

Also secured to the shaft 22 is an actuating
handle 29.‘ This handle is therefore secured rig-.
idly to the crank arm 23. It will thus be seen
that when the control handle 29 is moved in a
clockwise direction from its position shown in

20 Fig. 2 to its position shown in Fig. l, the crank
23>will likewise be moved in a clockwise direc
tion from its position shown in Fig. 2 to its posi
tion shown in Fig. 1. This will cause the’ pivot
24 to move in a clockwise direction, but the sharp
ening device as a whole will first move in an anti~
clockwise, direction on the pivot 26 and such
movement will be followed by a clockwise move

tend to pull the sharpening device as a whole'in
a clockwise direction on the pivot 26. The action 90
of this spring 33 is to ?rmly press the crank arm
23 against one or the other of the stops or abut
ments 31, 32 so as to prevent play or vibration.
On the frame 11 is a bracket 36 to which is piv
oted at 37 the rear end of a lever 38. The pivot 95
26 may be obtained by means of a shaft secured
to the lever 38 and iournaled in the bracket 36.
This lever 38 carries at its free end an arcuate
section 39 of the knife guard, the main section
being shown at 40 in Fig. 3. The knife guard 100
section 39 is arcuate in elevation as shown in
Fig. 3 and is U-shaped in cross~section as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, and it is so mounted on the for

ment of the sharpening device. The slide block
27 will be moved toward the left initially from ward or outer end of the lever 38 as to normally
the position shown in Fig. 2 vwhen the control register with and form a supplement to the main 105
to lever
handle 29 is moved clockwise and this slid knife guard section 40 which is intended to be
ing movement of the slide block 27 toward the arranged to surround the rear portion of the
left will be followed by a sliding movement along circular knife.
The lever 38 is so shaped as'to provide an arou
the rod 28 toward the right to the position shown
in Fig. 1. In other words, by moving the control ate cam surface at 41 on its lower side in posi 110
handle 29 in a clockwise direction from itslposi tion to engage the roller 42 which is pivoted at
tion shown in Fig. 2, the grinding’ wheels 4 and 6 43 to the outer end of the arm 30, the latter be
will be swung upwardly to a position where the ing secured rigidly to one of the standards 21 so
grinding wheel 6will be able to clear the knife as to serve as a stationary support and so that
40 edge and then move down to the opposite side the‘roller 42 will have a ?xed axis of rotation.
The construction and arrangement is such that
thereof to [the position shown in Fig. 1 without
touching the knife edge. The structure therefore when the sharpening device is in its inoperative
enables a single movement of the control handle position shown in Fig. 2, the supplementary knife
guard 39 will register with the main knife guard
29 to move the sharpening device from its in
45 operative position shown in Fig. 2 to its operative section 49 as shown in‘Fig. '3 and be in position 120
position shown in Fig. 1.‘ After reaching this op to guard the knife edgev when the sharpening de
erative position shown in‘ Fig.‘ 1, the sharpening vice is in its inoperative position. The space for
device may be operated by rotating the slicing operation of the sharpening device will therefore
machine knife 5 and then moving the lever 14 be occupied by the supplementary knife guard
‘to release the grinding wheel 4 for engagement when the sharpening device is in its inoperative 1213
with the bevel edge of the knife, which maybe position.
"
followed by the release of the burr-removing
When the control lever 29 is moved in a clock
grinding wheel 6 to ?nish the sharpening opera wise direction from its position shown in Fig. 2
tion, whereupon the lever 14 will be moved back to its position shown in Fig. 1, the pivot 3'7 will
55 to its position shown in Fig. 1. Then by moving be moved with the frame 11 toward the knife 5 130
the control handle 29 in an anti-clockwise direc while the bracket 30 remains stationary. There
tion from its position shown in Fig. 1 to its posi fore the lever 38 will be swung in an anti-clock
tion shown in Fig. 2, the sharpening device as a wise direction on its pivot 37 while being moved
whole will be swung on its pivot 26 to first lift bodily from its position shown in Fig. 2 to its
the grinding wheel 6 upwardly to clear the knife '7 position shown in Fig. l. In other words, the 135

as

edge.

The movement of the sharpening device from
its operative position in Fig. 1 to its inoperative
position shown in Fig. 2, will therefore cause the
65 sharpening device to be first moved in an anti
clockwise direction along an upwardly extending
arc and then in a clockwise direction along a

shifting of the sharpening device from its inop
erative position to its operative position will cause
the cam surface 41 on the under side of the lever
38 to rotate the roller 42 on its ?xed axis 43,

and this roller because of the stationary bracket 140
30 will effect the lifting of the supplemental guard
section 39 upwardly away from the circular knife

edge and thus provide ample space for operation
Also in position to be engaged by the crank of the grinding wheels in their operative positions
23,,is an adjustable stop 31 which may be a screw shown in Fig. 1. When the sharpening device is 145
extending upwardly through the platform 20. A returned to its inoperative position, the supple“
similar adjustable stop or abutment in the form mental guard section 39 will be automatically
of a screw is shown extending through the rear lowered back into its position shown in Figs. 2
portion of the platform 20 at 32. The range of and 3 in registry with the main guard section 40.
'By means of a screw 44 a cover 45 may be se 150
movement which can be imparted to the sharp~

downwardly extending arc.

_

'
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cured to ‘they standard 12‘"on top ‘of theframe

3; In ‘a. slicingmachine having arotary cir
11. Theelever 47 towhich tnenandle 14,1islcon culanknife, of alsharpener comprising a sharp
nected may projectthrough a slot 48 inthe top ening grinding wheel adapted tolengagethe bevel
of :thecover 45‘ asshownin' Fig. 3. The contour edge .of such. rotary circular knife and a burr
of the cover 45 may be‘. arranged as‘ shown in removinggrinding wheel adapted to engage the 80
Fig. 3, and theVright-hand end thereofmay, be opposite, knife edge, means comprising a manual
provided with a‘ slot 49 forreceiving and guide lever. for controlling ‘ the engagement, of said.

ing thelever 38 whenthelatter is in its; upper grinding wheels with. said knife edge, means for

position as shown‘iin Fig. 1;

10

.

Fig. 3 shows the slot 49- in a verticalplane
which passes. through the point where the. free
end of‘ the lever 38. is connected to the supple,
mental guard section 39. The guide slot 49~;as
sures the. proper positioning» of theilever 38 for

15 engagementwith the roller 421and also for move

ment to-its. position shown in Fig. Bin registry
with the‘ main guard1 section 40.
From the foregoing it will. be seen that when
ever the lever 14 of the sharpening‘ device is. in
the position shown in Figs. 1 and 2, a single move
ment, of a single lever will‘ effect movement of

mountingsaid sharpener for pivotal and bodily
movement in upright planes extending trans

85

versely of 'theknife and parallel to the axis of
rotation thereof, and means for moving the

sharpener from its operative position relative. to
the knife to its inoperative position by ?rst
swinging thevsharpener in an anti-clockwise di- ‘

rection to lift, the burr-removing grinder clear
of the knife edge .and then moving the sharpener
as a whole: away from the knife while moving the
grinders ina clockwise direction.
4. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a sharpening device comprising a pair of sharp

.95

the sharpening device from its operative position ening elements, of a support, a pivotal and slid
to its inoperative position, or vice versa, and that able connection between said sharpening device

whenever such sharpening device is thus moved and said support, a supplementalirguard movable

25 the supplemental guard will be automatically bodily withsaid sharpening device and pivoted

moved to its desired‘ position either in registry with respect to said sharpening device, means for 100
with the‘ main guard-section 40 as shown in Fig. moving said sharpening device from its inopera
3, or to its~position shown inFig. 2 when the tiveposition in which both sharpening elements
sharpening operation is to beiperformed.
are on one side of the cutting plane of the knife
30
Obviously those skilled in the art may make to be sharpened, to an operative positionin which
various changes in the details and‘ arrangement said; grinding elements lie on opposite sides of 105

of'parts without departing from the spirit and the cutting. edge of said knife'by swinging. said

scope of the invention as de?ned by the. claims sharpening device on its pivotv to move one of
hereto appended and I wish therefore not to, be said, elements clear of said knife to permit the
restrictedto the precise construction herein dis same to pass the cutting plane thereof and also 110
closed.
‘
sliding the same along said support to move said

Having thus fully, disclosed an embodiment of last element past the cutting plane of said knife,
my invention, what I‘ desire to secure by Letters and means actuated during the movement of said
Patent of the United States is:

‘
clamping, device toward. operative position for
1. In' a slicing machine, the combination with effecting movement of said supplemental guard m5
a~knife, of av stationary support, a ?xed guide away from its guarding position when said sharp
extending-therefrom-lin a direction substantially ening device'is moved to its operative position.
perpendicularly away from the cutting plane of
5. Ina sicing machine, the’ combination with
said knife, a slide block on said guide, a sharp a sharpening device comprising a pair of sharp
ener‘pivoted to said slide block, and‘comprising ening elements, of a support, a pivotal and slid

a frame anda sharpening element adapted'to oc

cupy'an operative sharpening position on the op
posite side of said- cutting plane from said. guide,
a knife guard pivoted to-said frame and movable
bodily therewith, means for shifting the sharp

able connection between said sharpening device
and said support constructed to compel pivotal
andslidable movement of said sharpening device
in a plane substantially perpendicular to the cut

ting plane of the knife to' be sharpened, a pivoted 125
supplemental guard, means‘ for moving said
tive position and backgagain by swinging. said sharpening device from its inoperative position

, ener from’ its inoperative position toits opera

sharpener on its pivot and sliding said i block in which both sharpening elements are on one

along said guide to-move said element clear of side of the cutting plane of- the knife to be
55 the knife and intoand out of operative position, sharpened, toan operative position in which said
130
and means operatively connected to! said sta grinding elements lie on opposite sides of the
tionary support and cooperating with saidguard cutting edge of. said knife by swinging said sharp
for effecting movement of said‘guardaway from ening device on its pivot to move one of said ele
said ‘knife when said sharpener is moved. into ments clear of said knife to permit the same to
operative position and back into guarding rela pass the cutting plane thereof and also sliding 1.35
tion with the knife when said‘ sharpener is moved the same along said support to move said last
into inoperative position.

'

element past the cuttingplane of said knife, and

2. In a slicing machine, the combination with means actuated during the movement of said
a sharpener mountedfor movement in a direc clamping device toward operative position for
tion substantially perpendicular to the plane of effecting movement of said supplemental guard
theknife to be sharpened,of a supplemental knife away from its guarding position when said sharp
guard, a lever for supporting said knife guard’ ening device is "moved to its operative position.
and connected to’ saidisharpener to move bodily
6. In a slicing machine, the combination with
therewith, said lever being arranged in a plane asharpening device comprising a pair of sharp
substantially perpendicular to said plane ‘and ening elements, of a support, a pivotal and slid
having a cam surface on‘ one‘ side thereof, and able connection between said sharpening device
means for engaging said cam surface to effect and said support constructed to compel pivotal
lifting of the supplemental‘ guard away from its and slidable movement of said sharpening device
guarding position‘ when the sharpener is moved in a plane substantially perpendicular to the cut
into operative position.
a
ting plane of, the knife to be sharpened, a sup

.

4

o
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plemental guard, means for moving said sharp sharpening elements move into operative position.
ening device from its inoperative position in - ‘10. In a sharpener for slicing machine knives,
which both sharpening elements are on one side

the combination with a sharpening unit, com—

of the cutting plane of the knife to be sharpened,
to an operative. position in which said grinding
elements lie on opposite sides of the cutting edge
of said knife by swinging said sharpening device

prising a pair of sharpening elements, said ele
ments having an inoperative position entirely to
one'side of the cutting plane ofsaid knife and

on its pivot to move one of said elements clear of

movable in a general direction substantially per

pendicular to said cutting plane to bring said

said knife to permit the same to pass the cutting elements into operative positions on opposite
sides of said knife to sharpen the cutting edge
10 plane‘ thereof and also sliding the same along
said support to move said last, element past the thereof, a guard extending over the cutting edge
cutting plane of said knife, and means actuated of said knife when said sharpening unit is ar
during the movement of said clamping device ranged in inoperative position and having a
toward operative position for effecting movement portion thereof to one side‘ of the cutting plane

of said supplemental guard away from its guard of said knife arranged between the sharpen 90
ing position when said sharpening device is ing elements of said sharpening unit and said
knife to protect said sharpening elements from
moved to its operativeposition.
7. In a slicing machine, the combination with grease and foreign matter thrown by said knife

"20

‘I 25

a sharpener comprising a pair of sharpening ele
ments adapted to engage the opposite sides of the
cutting edge of a slicing knife, of a movable sup
port for said elements guided for movement suffi
ciently free to permit said support to be moved

during a slicing operation, and means for mov

opposite sides of a fixed plane extending through
and embracing said axis for determining the
operative and inoperative positions of said ele
ments, and a spring for holding said crank

ing elements into operative position, a movable
guard arranged’ over the cutting edge of said

ing said. guard out of operative position as said 95
sharpening unit is moved into operative position.

11. In a sharpening device for slicing machine
knives, the combination with a sharpening ele
manually by direct application of manual pres ment having an inoperative position to one side
sure thereto, means for shifting the position of of the cutting plane of said knife and movable 100
said support comprising a crank pivotally mount in a direction.substantially parallel to the axis
ed on a fixed axis, limit stops for said crank on of rotation of said knife to bring said sharpen

knife with a portion thereof arranged between 105
said sharpening element andsaid knife to pro

againstieither limit stop on one side or the other tect said sharpening element from foreign mat

of said plane when said crank is moved to either
of said positions to position and hold said sharp
ening elements either in operative position on
opposite sides of the cutting edge of said knife
or to an inoperative position entirely to one side
of the cutting edge of said knife regardless of the
position at which the crank is released.
8. In a slicing‘ machine, the combination with
a sharpening unit having a pair of sharpening
elements, a guard movable into guarding posi
tionover the edge of said knife and into an in

ter and grease thrown by said knife during a
slicing operation, and means for automatically
moving said guard out of. operative position over 110
said knife and out from a position between said

sharpening element and knifelas said sharpen
ing element is moved into engagement with said
knife.

.

-

12. In a sharpening device for slicing machines, 115
the combination with a stationary support ad

jacent the cutting plane of the knife to be sharp
ened, a guide carried by. said support, a bearing

operative position away'from said knife edge to
45 permit the sharpening unit to be moved into
operative position, with said sharpening. elements
arranged on opposite sides of the cutting edge of

slidably mounted, on said guide, a sharpening

said knife,.said sharpening unit having an in
operative position entirely to one side of the
50 cutting plane of said knife, means for moving
said sharpening unit into and out of operative
position in a general direction substantially per

said guide extending in a direction at a sub

pendicular to the cutting,r plane of said knife, and
‘means for simultaneously moving said guard out
55 of and into operative position respectively so that
said guard is operative when said sharpening unit
is in inoperative position and is inoperative when
said sharpening unit is in operative position.
9. In a device for sharpening the edges of
slicing
knives, the combination with a pair of
60

sharpening elements having operative’ positions

on opposite sides of the cutting edge of said
knife and inoperative positions to one side of
the cutting plane of said knife, of means for
65 moving said sharpening elements from opera

tive to’ inoperative position in av direction sub
stantially perpendicular to said knife, compris
ing a pivoted member for moving said sharpen~
ing elements through an arcuate path into and
70 out of operative position to cause the element
which must pass said cutting plane to clear the
knife, a guard for guarding the edge of said
‘knife when said sharpening elements are in in
operative position, and cam means for moving
said guard out of operative position as said

unit comprising a pair of sharpening elements 120
and mounted for bodily movement with said
hearing as the same is guided by said guide,
stantial angle to the cutting plane of said knife,
a crank pivoted on said stationary support, an 125
operative connection between said crank and said ,

sharpening unit, an extensible connection be
tween said bearing and said sharpening unit to
permit said sharpening unit to'move away from
said bearing, and means for rotating said crank 130
to move said sharpening unit away from said

bearing and simultaneously move said bearing
toward the cutting plane of said knife, the con
tinued rotation of said crank bringing the sharp
ening elements of said sharpening unit on op
.posite sides of said knife.
13. In a sharpening device for slicing machines,
the combination with a stationary support ad
jacent the cutting plane of the knife to be sharp
ened, a guide carried ‘by said support, a bearing
slidably mounted on said guide, a sharpening
vunit comprising a pair of sharpening elements
and mounted for bodily movement with said
bearing as the same is guided by said guide, said
guide extending in a direction at a substantial A5
angle to the cutting plane of said knife, a crank
pivoted on said stationary support, an operative
connection between said crank and said sharp
ening unit, an extensible connection between said
bearing and said sharpening unit to permit said 150
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sharpening unit to move away from said‘ bear ting plane, a'pivoted connection between ‘said
in‘g, means for rotating said crank to move said supportand sharpening device for swinging the
sharpening unit away'from said bearing and 'si sharpener in a direction to move ‘said element
multaneously move said bearing toward the cut clear of the edge of said knife as the sharpening
ting plane of said knife, the continued rotation device moves into operative position andfor there -80
‘or said crank bringing’the sharpening elements after moving said sharpening device to bring said
of said sharpening unit on opposite sides of said element into operative position adjacent said
knife, a guard mounted for movement into-and knifeedge on the side of said cutting plane away
out of operative position over the cutting edge from said support, and a guard movable to and
10 of said knife, and means for moving said guard from said guarding position over the edge of said
automatically out of its operative position as said knife at the sharpening position automatically
sharpening unit‘ is moved into an inoperative-po controlled in its'movement to and'from operative
Sitipn:

,

.

,

,

,

position by said sharpening-device as the same

14. ‘In a ‘sharpening device for slicing machines, moves respectively from and to its operative posi
the combination with a stationary support ad—, tion.
90
jacent the cutting plane of the knife to be sharp
17. In a slicing machine, the combination with
ened, a guide carried by said support, a bearing a knife, of a support located’ to one side of the
slidably mounted on said guide, a sharpening cutting plane of said knife, a sharpening device
unit comprising a pair of sharpening elements having a sharpening element to be positioned on,
and mounted for bodily movement with said the opposite side of said knife from said '~
bearing as the same is guided by said guide, said support when said element is in operative

15

20

guide extending in a direction at a substantial position, and a position on the same side

angle to the cutting plane of said knife, a crank as said support when in inoperative position,
pivoted on said stationary support, an operative a slidable connection between said support
- connection between said crank and said sharpen

and sharpening device for guiding said sharpen 100

ing unit, an extensible connection between said ing device in a direction at a substantial an
bearing and said sharpening unit to permit said gle to the cutting plane of said knife during its
sharpening unit to move away from said bear movement to and from said cutting plane, a piv~
ing, means for rotating said crank to move said

30 sharpening unit away from said bearing and si
multaneously move said bearing toward the cut
ting plane of said knife, the continued rotation
of said crank bringing the sharpening elements
of said sharpening unit on opposite sides of said
as knife, a guard bodily movable with said sharp
ening unit and also movably mountedthereon, a
cam for moving said guard with respect'to said
sharpening unit as said sharpening unit is moved
to and from an operative position to thereby
move said guard to an inoperative position as
said sharpening unit moves to an operative po

45

'i

60

65

7)

~'

oted

connection

between

said

support

and

sharpening device for swinging the sharpener in 106'
a direction to move said element clear of the edge
of said knife as the sharpening device moves into

operative position and for thereafter moving said
sharpening device to bring said element into op
erative position adjacent said knife edge on the I10
side of said cutting plane away from said support,
and a guard movable to and from said guarding
position over the edge of said knife at the sharpen
ing position automatically controlled in its move
ment to and from operative position by said 115
sharpening device as the same moves respectively ,

sition.
from and to its operative position, said guard
15. In a slicing machine, the combination with having portions thereof lying on opposite sides
a knife, of a support located to one side of the of the slicing knife when said guard is in opera
cutting .plane of said knife, a sharpening device tive position and movable first in the general dihaving a sharpening element to be positioned on rection of the cutting plane of said knife to clear
the opposite side of said knife from said support the same as it moves to an inoperative position.
when said element is in operative position, and a 18. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a position on the same side as said support when a knife, of a stationary support, an anti-friction
in inoperative position, a slidable connection be roller mounted to rotate on a ?xed axis on said
tween said s'upport and sharpening device for support, a sharpened shiftable along said support
guiding said sharpening device in a direction at a from operative position to one side of the cutting
substantial angle to the cutting plane of said plane of said knife to an inoperative position ad-‘
knife during its movement to and from said out jacent said'knife and vice-versa, a supplemental
ting plane, and a pivoted connection between said guard for guarding the knife at the sharpening
support and sharpening device for swinging the
position, and a pivoted lever for supporting said
sharpener in a direction to move said element
supplemental guard and having a cam surface
clear of the edge of said knife as the sharpening
device moves into operative position and for thereon in position to engage said anti-friction
thereafter moving said sharpening device to bring roller as said sharpener moves to operative posi
said element into operative position adjacent said tion to thereby cause said supplemental guard to
knife edge on the side of said cutting plane away move away from its guarding position when said
sharpener is moved to operative position.
from said support.
19. In a slicing machine, the combination with
16. In a slicing machine, the combination with
a knife, of a support located to one, side of the a knife, of a supplemental knife guard for guard
cutting plane of said knife, a sharpening device ing the knife at the sharpening position thereof,
having a sharpening element to be positioned on a sharpener carrier movable toward and from the
the opposite side of said knife from said support knife of the slicing machine at a substantial angle
when said element is in operative position, and a to the cutting plane of said knife, a rod for sup
position on the same side as said support when in porting said knife guard and connected to said
inoperative position, a slidable connection be frame to move bodily therewith and having rela
tween said support and sharpening device for tive movement with respect thereto, and means
guiding said sharpening device in a direction at positioned in the path of movement of said rod
a substantial angle to the cutting plane of said as said sharpening device moves to operative poknife during its movement to and from said out sition for engaging said rod tormove the same
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relative to said frame to thereby move said sup said cutting plane to clear said knife, a pivoted
plemental guard away from the knife whensaid guard bodily movable with said sharpening ele
frame is moved toward said knife.
20. In a device for sharpening the edges of
the slicing knives, the combination With a pair
of sharpening elements ‘adapted to have opera
tive positions on opposite sides of_ the cutting edge
of the slicing knife and inoperative positionsto
one sidejof the cutting plane thereof, of means

ments for guarding the edge of said knife when

said sharpening elements are in inoperative posi~
tion, a stationary element, and a cam member 80
carried by said guard and engaging said stationary
element as said sharpening elements move to

either operative or inoperative position whereby

said guard is actuated to move the guard to im
operative or operative position as said sharpening
tive to inoperative positions comprising a pivoted elements move to operative and inoperative posi

10 for moving said sharpening elements from opera

member for moving said sharpening elements tions respectively.
CORNELIS FRANCISCUS
through an arcuate path into and out of operative
position to cause the element which must pass
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